
Definitive Technology
Defines the Future!

New High Performance
Sonic Excitement
• New Mythos® Gem Sub/Sat System

• New SuperCube® III Subwoofer

• New Mythos® Gem Sat/Surround

• New Mythos® Solo Three-in-One
Front Speaker Array

• New Mythos® Eight On-Wall 
Plasma Solution®

• New IWSub™ Reference In-Wall
Powered Subwoofer

• New UIW™ Reference Line Source
Ultimate In-Wall Speaker



State-of-the-Art Performance for Your Lifestyleefinitive Technology defines 
the future with significant new

loudspeakers for custom installation, 
plus important new additions 
to the elegant Mythos Series of home
theater speakers and an amazing 
new SuperCube subwoofer. 

D

New Mythos Gem System:
Defining Sub/Sat Perfection 

This Mythos Gem/SuperCube based system elevates the sub/sat concept to a new plateau 
of style and performance. Definitive’s engineers have combined four new Mythos Gem loud-
speakers with a Mythos Seven Center Channel Speaker and a new SuperCube III Subwoofer 
to build a remarkably compact, exquisitely elegant, ultra high performance sub/sat system! 
A Mythos Gem System is the perfect choice for listeners who desire the application 
versatility of a compact sub/sat system combined with the cutting-edge styling and state-of-the-
art sonic performance that’s won Definitive’s Mythos Series and SuperCube Subwoofers the
industry’s most coveted rave reviews and awards, including “New Audio Product of The Year”
and Sound & Vision’s “Critic’s Choice Award.” 

New Mythos Gem:
Small Size, Big Sound and Drop-Dead Gorgeous

Mythos Gem loudspeakers take the style and elegance of the
Mythos Series, with curved, hand-polished aluminum enclosures,
and deliver it up in a compact, high performance model that is
perfect for use as a surround speaker in a Mythos system, or 
as the main left and right channels in a compact sub/sat system. 
The Gem, which utilizes an angled baffle design and complex
Linkwitz-Riley Crossover Network, delivers wide dispersion and
excellent imaging with a deep soundstage. The small Gem is
extremely versatile, and can be wall mounted using its stainless
steel mounting plate (included), pivoting wall mount brackets

(optional) or used with the beautiful custom-
designed matching aluminum and glass
GemStand (optional). Specifications:
Dimensions: 41/8"W x 101/4"H x 41/4"D. Magnetically-Shielded Driver
Complement: two 31/2" bass/mid drivers, one 1" pure aluminum 
dome tweeter. Frequency Response: 60 Hz – 30 kHz. Recommended
Amplification: 10 – 200 Watts/channel. Finish: polished silver or 
polished black.

New SuperCube III:
Super-Compact Super-Bass

The SuperCube III’s affordable price and remarkably compact
size will bring matchless SuperCube based performance to 
many more lucky listeners. This newest member of Definitive
Technology’s SuperCube Subwoofer family shares the
SuperCubes’ award-winning ultra compact, ultra deep bass, 
ultra high power heritage. At 101/4" cubed, it’s also the smallest!
The remarkable engineering feat that combined SuperCube III’s
incredible sound quality with its vanishingly small size took over
two years of dedicated R&D at DTARF (The Definitive
Technology Advanced Research Facility), using the world’s most
advanced proprietary Finite Element Magnetic Analysis program. 

SuperCube III features a 71/2" high-definition long-throw 
active driver coupled to two 71/2" low-resonance pressure-driven
infrasonic radiators, powered by a 650-Watt Digital Switching
Amplifier for tremendous subsonic impact as well as astoundingly
delicate musicality. Amp features include speaker level inputs/
outputs with built-in high-pass filter, left/right and unfiltered LFE
low-level inputs, continuously variable level, phase and low-pass
controls as well as signal sensing auto ON/OFF circuitry.
Specifications: Dimensions: 101/4"W x 101/4"H x 101/4"D. Driver
Complement: one 71/2" long throw driver, two 71/2" pressure-driven
infrasonic bass radiators. Frequency Response: 16 Hz – 200 Hz.

“Built to Appease the Gods
of Great Sound and Stylish Decor” 

— Home Theater Magazine



New Mythos Solo:
Left/Center/Right in One Elegant Loudspeaker

The Mythos Solo is an elegantly simple Plasma Solution® that builds on
and extends the Mythos tradition of combining high performance sound
quality with cutting-edge styling. It is a combination Left, Center and 
Right channel loudspeaker with all three driver arrays together in one 
sleek and elegant enclosure that looks amazing when placed with today’s
high-tech televisions. The enclosure’s beautiful styling matches the Mythos
signature look of curved, hand-polished, aircraft grade aluminum, and it 
can be either wall mounted (using the strong stainless steel wall mounting
brackets, included), placed on a shelf below or above the television, or
placed directly atop the television. 

The unique curved D’Appolito driver arrays on the left and right main
speaker modules deliver wider dispersion and an expanded image size. 
Use the Mythos Solo as your complete front stage speaker array. Match it
with a Definitive Technology Subwoofer and a pair of surround speakers
(such as the new compact Mythos Gem Speakers) to build a complete,
compact super clean-looking ultra high performance home theater system.
Specifications: Dimensions: 40"W x 41/8"H x 41/4"D. Magnetically-Shielded
Driver Complement: L & R Channel Modules: two 31/2" bass/mid drivers,
one 1" pure aluminum dome tweeter, Center Channel Module: two 31/2"
bass/mid drivers, two 31/2" pressure-driven bass radiators, one 1" pure 
aluminum dome tweeter. Power Handling: 10 – 175 Watts x 3. Frequency
Response: 60 Hz – 30 kHz. Finish: polished silver or polished black.

New Mythos Eight:
Larger On-Wall Loudspeakers 
for Bigger On-Wall Televisions

The Mythos Eight loudspeaker is another
Plasma Solution® from Definitive Technology
designed to complement larger on-wall televisions
(50" and up) with gorgeous Mythos curved- 
aluminum styling and award-winning sonic 
performance. Mythos Eight is engineered to 
be mounted vertically or horizontally (using its
stainless steel wall mounting bracket, included) 
for use as sublimely beautiful Left and Right 
Main Loudspeakers, or as a high performance
Center Channel Speaker (for use with Mythos 
Eight or Mythos One Loudspeakers, etc., as 
Mains). Specifications: Dimensions: 61/16"W x
281/2"H x 43/8"D. Magnetically-Shielded Driver
Complement: two 51/4" bass/mid drivers, two 51/4"
pressure-driven bass radiators, one 1" pure 
aluminum dome tweeter. Frequency Response: 
38 Hz – 30 kHz. Recommended Amplification: 
10 – 250 Watts/channel. Finish: polished silver 
or polished black.

New Mythos Series Plasma Solutions®
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New IWSub Reference:
In-Wall Thunder for “Stealth” Home Theater

Like Definitive’s first in-wall super sub, the IWSub 10/10, the IWSub Reference is a
completely self-enclosed in-wall subwoofer for use in whole house distributed music or
“stealth” home theater installations. It incorporates Definitive Technology’s exclusive
SuperCube Subwoofer Technology in a sensibly sized, compact enclosure that installs 
easily in new construction or existing walls. The non-resonant sealed medite enclosure 
fits flush into a standard stud bay. The paintable bezel and grille allow you to customize
your IWSub Reference to match your home décor and virtually disappear into your room.

Inside the precisely configured box is a specially-engineered shallow-depth, long 
excursion 13" subwoofer driver coupled to a 13" pressure-driven infrasonic bass radiator.
This SuperCube technology allows the IWSub Reference to achieve remarkable bass 
performance from a cabinet enclosure of modest internal volume. In fact, the perform-
ance of the IWSub Reference In-Wall Subwoofer goes well beyond the output level,
impact and low frequency limits of even its superb smaller cousin the IWSub 10/10, 
all the while maintaining its fast, tight musical quality. Mounting Dimensions—Outer
Flange: 151/2"W x 263/16"H. Cut Out Size: 143/8"W x 251/8"H x 4"D. Driver Complement:
one 13" long-exercusion woofer coupled to a 13" infrasonic radiator. Frequency
Response: 14 Hz – 200 Hz.

The IWSub’s matching high power amplifier, the SubAmp 600, is a separate unit
designed for shelf, cabinet or rack placement. It is a powerhouse engineered to effort-
lessly drive one or two IWSub Reference In-Wall Subwoofers, for easily configured
multi-subwoofer or multi-room systems. It features speaker level inputs/outputs with
built-in high-pass filter, left/right and unfiltered LFE low-level inputs, continuously
variable level, phase and low-pass controls, signal sensing auto ON/OFF circuitry
and a 12-volt trigger. Specifications: Dimensions (with brackets, feet removed):
191/16"W x 37/16"H  x 95/8"D . Dimensions (without brackets, including feet): 171/16"W x
311/16"H x 95/8"D. Output: one channel operation: 275 Watts, two channels driven: 230
Watts each, 460 Watts total.

Extraordinary New Custom Installation Solutions

New UIW RLS II:
Reference Line Source Ultimate In-Wall Speaker

The UIW RLS 2 is an enclosed full range loudspeaker engineered for flush mount vertical or
horizontal in-wall installation. The sealed non-resonant medite enclosure houses a line source
array composed of two high definition bass/mid drivers with cast baskets for natural midrange,
surrounding a pure aluminum dome tweeter for silky smooth high frequency response, plus two
pressure-driven bass radiators for deep powerful low frequency extension. Use the UIW RLS 2
as a main Left, Right, Center or Surround Loudspeaker in a “stealth” high performance home
theater or multichannel music system. 

The UIW RLS 2 is capable of extraordinary sonic performance, comparable to that of even
the finest freestanding loudspeakers, yet it remains hidden within your walls and takes up 
no floor space! Add a Definitive Technology subwoofer, such as one of our IWSubs, for the
addition of even more high impact perfectly blended deep bass response. Specifications:
Mounting Dimensions—Outer Flange: 81/8"W x 293/4"H. Cut Out Size: 7"W x 281/2"H x 37/8"D.
Driver Complement: two 61/2" bass/mid drivers, two 61/2" pressure-driven bass radiators, 
one 1" pure aluminum dome tweeter. Frequency Response: 22 Hz – 30 kHz. Recommended
Amplification: 10 – 350 Watts.


